CS 4500 Weekly Management Report 6
Team Name: Inculpable, Inc.

Accomplishments
(Be specific - what was accomplished and who participated)

Clint – contacted David Barrus of Control4 about our hardware problems, resolved hardware problems, worked on sections 2, 3, 5, and 6 of VVP
David – updated webpage to comply with checkpoint review, worked on sections 1, 3 and 8 of VVP
Mayank – contacted David Barrus about Controller port XML communications issues, resolved Controller media problems (media is now visible through Composer)
Sean – revised and compiled SDSv2, revised VVP and worked on section 4 of VVP

Goals & Priorities
(List short- and long-term goals in decreasing order of importance.)

Short-term goals:
David – create the HTML base pages for PHP embedment
Clint – document XML replies from Director and types of variables associated with each type of device. Figure out a method of grouping types of functions for modularity.
Mayank – extract graphics from Composer for later use in our application, assist Sean with item classes
Sean – research Composer item types and create a preliminary plan of what variables and functions each class will require

Long-term goals:
Stage 1 release

Needs
(List any help you need from upper management.)

None at this time.